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Title - "Pair of Pears" - Teaching Homophones By - Stacee Lewis Primary Subject - Language
Arts Grade Level - 2-4 Length of Lesson - 3 days - 45 minutes. Welcome to iSmartboard.com –
Smartboard Games! Here you will find fun Smartboard Games, Smartboard Activities, and
Smartboard Lessons. The interactive Smartboard.
Title - " Pair of Pears " - Teaching Homophones By - Stacee Lewis Primary Subject - Language
Arts Grade Level - 2-4 Length of Lesson - 3 days - 45 minutes. Smartboard Lessons , Smart
Notebook Lessons - Math, Science, Social Studies, Reading, ELA Writing, Art, Health, PE,
Library, Music, Foreign Language Lessons. Homophone Definitions A great way to build the
foundation skills that today's elementary school curriculum requires. These learning games and
songs are fun.
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Smartboard Lessons , Smart Notebook Lessons - Math, Science, Social Studies, Reading, ELA
Writing, Art, Health, PE, Library, Music, Foreign Language Lessons. Vocabulary is Fun! Just ask
our visitors. Whether you're learning or teaching analogies, antonyms and synonyms, compound
words, figurative language, homophones,
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Welcome to iSmartboard.com – Smartboard Games! Here you will find fun Smartboard Games,
Smartboard Activities, and Smartboard Lessons. The interactive Smartboard. Smartboard
Lessons, Smart Notebook Lessons - Math, Science, Social Studies, Reading, ELA Writing, Art,
Health, PE, Library, Music, Foreign Language Lessons. Homophones Vocabulary Games are
fun ways to expand your TEEN's knowledge of the English language, all while having fun.
TEENs learning ESL or TEENs just trying to.
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Welcome to iSmartboard.com – Smartboard Games! Here you will find fun Smartboard Games,
Smartboard Activities, and Smartboard Lessons. The interactive Smartboard. Words to watch
out for Homophones game. Can you match the words that sound the same, but are spelt
differently and have different meanings? Eg: pair,and pear. Help Regan the Vegan make a salad
by finding the missing words.
Homophone Review Game: Easter Eggs [SMART Notebook lesson]. Choose an egg and define
the homophone. Click the bunny to see if you get candy.
Homophones Worksheet: Read the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words where,
wear, or we’re to complete each sentence. Information: Homophones Worksheet. Vocabulary is
Fun! Just ask our visitors. Whether you're learning or teaching analogies, antonyms and
synonyms, compound words, figurative language, homophones,
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Welcome to iSmartboard.com – Smartboard Games! Here you will find fun Smartboard Games,
Smartboard Activities, and Smartboard Lessons. The interactive Smartboard.
Gallery of Sounds - Funny, silly, crazy comments and vocal sounds. Gallery Collection
Homophones Worksheet: Read the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words where,
wear, or we’re to complete each sentence. Information: Homophones Worksheet. Homophone
Definitions A great way to build the foundation skills that today's elementary school curriculum
requires. These learning games and songs are fun.
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Homophones Worksheet: Read the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words where,
wear, or we’re to complete each sentence. Information: Homophones Worksheet. Homophone
Definitions A great way to build the foundation skills that today's elementary school curriculum
requires. These learning games and songs are fun. Gallery of Sounds - Funny, silly, crazy
comments and vocal sounds. Gallery Collection
Homophones Vocabulary Games are fun ways to expand your TEEN's knowledge of the English
language, all while having fun. TEENs learning ESL or TEENs just trying to.
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Smartboard Lessons, Smart Notebook Lessons - Math, Science, Social Studies, Reading,
ELA Writing, Art, Health, PE, Library, Music, Foreign Language Lessons. Title - "Pair of Pears" Teaching Homophones By - Stacee Lewis Primary Subject - Language Arts Grade Level - 2-4
Length of Lesson - 3 days - 45 minutes. Words to watch out for Homophones game. Can you
match the words that sound the same, but are spelt differently and have different meanings? Eg:
pair,and pear.
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Homophone Definitions A great way to build the foundation skills that today's elementary school
curriculum requires. These learning games and songs are fun.
Homophones [SMART Notebook lesson]. This smart board was designed for a second grade
english language arts class. Subject: English Language Arts. Jul 29, 2014. Links to fun
homophone games, as well as an embedded practice PDF worksheet with answer key are also
included. Enjoy! for smartboards.
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Gallery of Sounds - Funny, silly, crazy comments and vocal sounds. Gallery Collection Help
Regan the Vegan make a salad by finding the missing words. Homophones Worksheet: Read
the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words where, wear, or we’re to complete each
sentence. Information: Homophones Worksheet.
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Oct 7, 2012. Hoppin' Homophones Downloads 13,227 Recommended 13. A lesson including a
variety of interactive activities to help students learn about . May 16, 2011. Those tricky
homophones can be explored through this matching game. Try playing as a class, having
students come up with sentences that .
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Interactive Smartboard Games - Math, Reading, ELA, Science and Social Studies - Smart
Notebook Games and Lessons.
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Instructions: 1. Look at the picture and the two given words. 2. Click the word that matches the
picture. Create Worksheet. View Performance. Upgrade to Activate.
Homophones Worksheet: Read the sentences. Choose the proper form of the words where,
wear, or we’re to complete each sentence. Information: Homophones Worksheet.
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